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The contributors to this volume, before their essays fell into place as the chapters
of this book, first collaborated on the occasion of a small-scale symposium in Greece;
an event organized by the History and Theory Program of McGill University’s
School of Architecture.1 In June 2015 a group of approximately forty-five people
gathered in hot and politically-charged downtown Athens, convinced that fiction
might be the most promising path toward (grasping) reality. The objective was to
discuss possibilities for the use of literature—novels, short stories and poems—in
architectural design, research and practice, and to create a network of people
determined to pursue their literary interests in the architectural world. The event
undoubtedly echoed a number of related architectural conferences that had taken
place in Europe in previous years,2 but it differed from them in focusing exclusively
on literary writing—that is, narratives produced by authors or poets—that could
evoke/provoke an architect’s literary imagination.

Our starting point was the advice Professor Aulis Blomstedt of Helsinki
University of Technology used to give his students: for an architect, the capacity
to imagine situations of life is a more important talent than the gift of imagining
space.3 We agreed that from the small scale of the domestic environment, to the
level of the city, literature has systematically enabled us to imagine poetically-
described and meticulously-captured situations of life; the very life that buildings,
places and cities surround, enclose, and enable. We acknowledged that literature
has moreover provoked architect’s literary imagination, an imagination evoked by
new meanings in the sphere of language, which as argued by philosopher Paul
Ricoeur can lead to the productive creation of images that may be both new and
culturally significant.4 Given both the importance of image production for
architecture and the vital connection of the field with life itself—our social,
political, cultural or intimate personal life—the basic premises of the symposium
became clear. The book you hold in your hands presents some of the many points



touched upon during those hot days in Athens, but also how they continued
developing and enriching the participants’ research long after we had all dispersed
along our diverse paths.

As a result, the essays collected in this volume explore the possibilities of literary
imagination (in line with Ricoeur’s hermeneutic phenomenology), study situations
of life, focus on place-bound architectural experiences, and unpack aspects of lived
space as captured in written fiction. They present readings of urban and domestic
environments, research, pedagogy, and architectural practice through the lenses 
of literature and poetry. They look into novels, short stories, and poems with a
particular urban and architectural focus, making space and buildings the main subject
of their narrative. Through this approach they aim toward a qualitative, emotional
and embodied understanding of the built world: a phenomenological apprehension
much needed in today’s formalistic and commerce-driven architectural reality.

As the conferences preceding Reading Architecture already reveal, the topic of
architecture and literature is hardly new. A number of fascinating studies have already
touched upon it across a range of disciplines. To focus on the most current biblio -
graphical production: a great deal of writing in architecture since the late 1970s
and early 1980s has described or provided scenarios supporting the use of fiction,
narrative, and language in architectural design. This ranges from John Hejduk and
his Masques to Bernard Tschumi and his exhibition catalog A Space: A Thousand
Words. Another aspect of this field of interdisciplinary research focuses largely on
architecture and the city, a topic with an extensive bibliography.5 Moreover, many
approaches to this subject shed light on formalistic analyses of architectural and
narrative constructions, comparing methods employed by architects and novelists
in world-creation.6

Acknowledging the already extensive interest in fiction and in representations
of architecture in literature,7 this book is interested in addressing questions that
could profit from further examination in this interdisciplinary field, particularly
inspired by the notions of literary imagination and situations of life. Some of these
questions are: how can we do architectural research that defies strict historical
boundaries and allows us to understand life lived in the architecture of the past?
How can we use novels, and the literary imagination triggered by them, in design
education? What understanding of city-life, essential if we are to build appropriately,
can we obtain from the atmospheres and moods that novels can capture? How can
participatory design be enriched by literary imagination?

Seeking to learn from allied arts, this collection focuses strictly on the output
of authors and poets, leaving aside narratives or fictions created by architects
themselves in relation to their projects. Moreover, it explores new literary sources:
novels, short stories, and poems that have been studied only rarely in architectural
research. Some of them are recently published and are just now becoming available
to architectural research. Others were untranslated and unknown to English-
speaking audiences until recently. Yet others are well-known works by renowned
authors—Edgar Allan Poe, Albert Camus or Haruki Murakami—but have never
been studied from an architectural point of view.
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Although the reader can identify connections and underlying themes among
many different essays, we propose a grouping of the essays in four distinct sections.
The first section, “Readings on (Un)Familiar Places,” opens the conversation, me -
ticu lously examining three novels and a short story. All are marked by a par ticular
capacity to reveal the architectural context of the environments and times they
portray, in ways that no conventional means of architectural representation and
research can offer. On the one hand they allow a glimpse into otherwise intangible
atmospheres and moods; on the other, they capture urban or architectural
transformations over time, and the way its inhabitants respond to them through
appropriating space. Four compelling twentieth-century metropolises become the
focus of these inquiries. The authors Christian Parreno, Angeliki Sioli, Mathilde
Simonsen Dahl and Yoonchun Jung focus respectively on the Algerian city of Oran
and its atmosphere of boredom, Paris and its erotic nocturnal landscape, Kristiania—
a city which no one leaves before it has set its mark upon him or her—and its
transformation into today’s Oslo, South Korea’s capital Seoul and its homogenized,
impersonal apartment buildings.

The second section of the book explores how literature and literary techniques
can enable or inspire alternative modes of architectural research. Mari Lending’s
“Fabrics of Reality in Fiction” discusses the capacity of fiction to compete with,
perhaps even overturn, the scholarly discourse that saturates our contemporary
thinking on architecture and history. Klaske Havik develops a poetic way of writing
as a mode of architectural investigation, demonstrating how the poet’s receptive
approach offers valuable insight for architectural researchers and for the engagement
of lived experience in their work. Rumiko Handa looks at Sebald’s Austerlitz and
argues how a story that weaves imaginary events into the daily rituals around actual
and familiar buildings allows us to examine architecture’s psychological effects on
its users. Lisa Landrum dives into the dense profusion and strange agency of eclectic
objects in Poe’s environments, and invites architectural researchers to consider their
own imaginative involvement with multivalent settings of study—with a warning
about the perils of unlimited imagination. The section closes with Panos Leventis’
personal narrative on the city of Montreal; a writing which allows for the history
of the city and its urban transformations to come to life and become tangible through
our embodied engagement.

Following this conversation on architectural academic research, the third section
explores possibilities that novels can open up for architectural pedagogy and design.
Jason Crow examines the interconnection between the famous drawings of Saint-
Exupéry’s Little Prince and the story’s narrative, arguing that drawing makes (living
in) place possible only if constantly re-explained and re-appropriated through
narrative. Anca Matyiku follows by arguing for a more radical position, one that
sees literary language as an actual instrument for design. The poetic prose of Bruno
Schulz—an author and trained architect himself—serves as a compelling example
in support of her argument. Sevil Enginsoy Ekinci explores the potential of model-
making, exploring the numerous fictitious models of Paul Scheerbart’s imaginary
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machine as narrated in his relatively unknown Perpetual Motion Machine: The Story
of an Invention. Studying the architectural work of American architect and educator
Douglas Darden, Mark Neveu’s chapter discusses how literature can become a guide
for architectural making with cultural aspirations. The project of Melvila—a library,
archive, and reading room based on Herman Melville’s Moby-Dick and designed
in detail by Douglas Darden—becomes the subject matter. Last, Paul Holmquist,
through the example of a recently taught graduate seminar, demonstrates how
Murakami’s Hardboiled Wonderland and The End of the World can enable students
to engage philosophical questions on the city as architectural concerns.

Continuing the conversation around architectural making through literature,
the fourth section focuses on architectural questions that are particularly pressing
for our contemporary globalized and capital-driven architectural reality. Caroline
Dionne’s essay starts this section with a philosophical approach, suggesting/testing
how Ricoeur’s thinking can constitute a theoretical basis for modalities of action
and participation in current architectural practice. David Spur explores how the
literary representation of architecture constitutes a mode of resistance to the excess
of finance capital and the existential drift of contemporary western society. Lily
Chi looks for resonances between literary tactics and those of urban design and
suggests approaches to critical work in contemporary cities. Last, Susana Oliveira
studies the fictional descriptions of futuristic technological spaces in E.M. Forster’s
The Machine Stop, and discusses how they can offer us a preview of architecture’s
future and possible shortcomings.

Working their way through the different essays, readers will realize that diverse
geographical locations, a wide range of historical periods, multifarious situations
of life, and distinct architectural and spatial representations—from the surreal to
the futuristic, to those defying boundaries between fiction and reality—find
themselves interrelated in the pages of this book. Our intention is that the cities
examined, the methods suggested, the ideas presented and the criticism devel oped
can allow the fictional world of literature to further affect the reality of archi tecture—
a reality so heavily depended on the imagination of the architect. Although most
phenomenological accounts of imagination have concentrated on its role as a form
of vision, as a special or modified way of seeing the world,8 with the hermeneutic
turn in phenomenology for which Ricoeur argues, this privileging is significantly
revised. Imagination is assessed as an indispensable agent in the creation of meaning
in and through language, what Ricoeur calls “semantic innovation.”9 Replacing
the visual model of the image with the linguistic, Ricoeur affirms the more poetic
role of imagination—that is, its ability to say one thing in terms of another, or to
say several things at the same time, thereby creating something new.10 It is with
this understanding of literary imagination in mind that this book looks into
literature: a medium in which language thrives, and one determined to represent
human reality in all its complexity as unavoidably bound by place. And it is with
this same understanding that we hope our readers approach the volume’s diverse
contributions and perspectives, eliciting their own literary imagination to emerge.
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Notes

1 The symposium was organized by Angeliki Sioli, Yoonchun Jung and Alberto Pérez-
Gómez. The scientific committee consisted of (in alphabetical order) Caroline Dionne,
Phoebe Giannisi, Klaske Havik, Mari Lending, Franco Pisani and David Spurr. It was
partially sponsored by the Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council of Canada
and took place under the auspices of the Hellenic Institute of Architecture. The current
book is not a publication of proceedings.

2 Two important international conferences had preceded the event: “Writingplace.
Conference on Literary Methods in Architectural Research and Design,” organized by
the School of Architecture at TU Delft (Delft, November 2013), and “1st International
Conference on Architecture and Fiction: Once upon a place,” organized by the Faculty
of Architecture at the Technical University of Lisbon (Lisbon, October 2010). It is of
course important to mention that conferences on the topic have been for a long time
popular in the humanities. Among the most recent examples, we would like to mention
the Northeast Modern Language Association (NEMLA) annual conference (Montreal,
April 2010) which hosted a session dedicated to “Architecture and Literature,” the
conference “Intersections: Architecture and Poetry” (London, June 2011), organized by
The Courtauld Institute of Art, the conference “Spatial Perspectives, Literature and Archi -
tecture, 1850–Present,” organized by the Faculty of English Language and Literature of
the University of Oxford (Oxford, June 2012), the conference “Descriptions of
Architecture and Interiors in Literature,” organized by the Institute of History of Art,
University of Zurich (Zurich, October 2014) and the conference “Architecture and
Literature: Inter-Arts Dialogue” organized by the Faculty of Social Sciences and
Humanities, Universidade NOVA (Lisbon, December 2014).

3 As quoted in Juhani Pallasmaa, The Thinking Hand, Existential and Embodied Wisdom in
Architecture (Chichester: Willey, 2009), 114.

4 Paul Paul Ricoeur, “The function of fiction in shaping reality,” Man and World 12, no.  2
(1979): 127.

5 Among the most representative publications on the topic we would include those of 
David Spur, Architecture and Modern Literature (2012), Sarah Edwards and Charley
Jonathan ed., Writing the Modern City, Literature, architecture, modernity (2012), Desmond
Harding, Writing the City: Urban Visions and Literary Modernism (2002), Richard Lehan,
The City in Literature: An Intellectual and Cultural History (1998), Burton Pike, The Image
of the City in Modern Literature (1981), and Festa-McCormick, Diana, The City as Catalyst:
A Study of Ten Novels (1979).

6 Some of the most characteristic publications on the topic are those by Joseph Frank,
“Spatial Form in the Modern Novel” (1992), Maurice Blanchot, The Space of Literature
(1982), Eve Ellen Frank, Literary Architecture, Essays Towards a Tradition (1979), and some
essays in Susana Oliveira, ed., Once Upon A Place, Architecture and Fiction (2013).

7 Studies from an architectural perspective with overlapping interests with our book include:
Klaske Havik, Urban Literacy, Reading and Writing Architecture (2014), Mari Lending,
“Wandering among Models: Stendhal, Proust, Sebald” (2013), Rumiko Handa, Conjuring
the Real: The Role of Architecture in Eighteenth- and Nineteenth-Century Fiction (2011), and
Caroline Dionne, “Running Out of Place: Language and Architecture in Lewis Carroll,”
dissertation (2005).

8 Richard Kearney, “Paul Ricoeur and the Hermeneutic Imagination,” in The Narrative
Path: The Later Works of Paul Ricoeur, ed. T. Peter Kemp David Rasmussen (Cambridge,
Mass.: MIT Press, 1989), 1.

9 Ibid.
10 Ibid., 2.
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SECTION 1

Readings On (Un)Familiar
Places
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1
ORAN, THE CAPITAL OF
BOREDOM

Christian Parreno

Any country where I am not bored is a country that teaches me nothing.
Albert Camus, Death in the Soul, 1937

In the writings by Albert Camus, boredom and modern architecture are en countered
together. The built environment exudes the condition, contaminating everyday life.
In a circular and self-referential manner, boredom is symptom and ailment. In The
Plague (1947), Oran is portrayed as a restful city in the coast of Algeria, somnolent
due to a specious modernity that had failed to install the accelerated rhythms of
capitalist production.1 The buildings are unattractive, with “no vegetation” and “no
soul,” composing “a town without inklings, that is to say, an entirely modern town.”2

The same lethargy foisted by the surroundings is imperative in The Stranger (1942).
In a space characterized by monotony, Sunday afternoons offer respite when
everyone goes to the cinema and the streets become deserted. With the exception
of “the shopkeepers and the cats” who invariably remain in their customary places,
everyone looks for distraction in settings dis similar from those occupied during 
the rest of the week.3 The regular pace of work and rest allies with the repetitive
cycles of nature to perpetuate boredom—the sky “alone is king,” always clear 
and blue, “intolerably dull.”4 In nature and the city, rhythmical sameness outlines
a ter rain of apparent stasis that defies mental stability. If every reality has multiple
equivalents, then referential coordinates of existence disappear, rupturing proto cols
of social, moral, and ethical engagement. In The Stranger, a man is remorselessly 
and inexplicably killed by another who appears insanely bored. The criminal is
deranged and dislocated, unemployed and unoccupied, escaping an empty house
and feverish due to the implacable sun of North Africa.

Equally, in “The Minotaur, or the Stop in Oran” (1939), boredom is effect and
cause of modern architecture. Enthused and informed by recurrent trips from Algiers
to Oran during his university days,5 Camus describes the city as “the capital of



boredom,” “besieged by innocence and beauty,” surrounded by magnificent
nature that architects decidedly ignore.6 Its constructions, flat and taut, protectively
turn their backs to the ocean. Rather than being a realm of latency, Oran is a
realm of endless waiting where nothing happens and nothing is expected to occur.
As a result, its inhabitants are simultaneously idle and restless. On the one hand,
they are passive in their efforts to explore where they live. On the other, they are
vigorous in adopting imported models of behavior, acting as if they were in the
United States. In between the built environment and the practices of its occupants,
the Minotaur reigns in a labyrinth of boredom—a state of ambiguity and
ambivalence that exposes absurdity. For Camus, Oran is a space of pause and delay,
which corroborates the suspicion that the world is unfathomable.7

Labyrinthine Boredom

Becoming evident midway through the essay, “The Minotaur” is written in first
person. Its alternate title—“The Stop in Oran”—denotes that the omnipresent
narrator is a visitor, forcibly or accidentally caught in the city, in a moment of rest
in the journey to another destination. The foreign voice imposes critical distance,
not only separating itself from the conditions of Oran and dissociating Oran 
from the rest of the world, but also creating a parenthesis for reflection. Within
this enclosure, five sections tell an anticlimactic story.8 “The Street”, “The Desert
of Oran”, “Sports”, “Monuments”, and “Ariadne’s Stone” diagnose and elliptically
confirm boredom as the essence of the city. The condition is ubiquitous and porous,
permitting the infiltration of parallel dimensions and temporalities through the many
fissures of modernity. Like ghosts, Flaubert and his friends, protagonists of the novels
by Gogol, temples from antiquity, the edifices of Florence and Athens, the twelve
Apostles, and other characters meander amid the people of Oran, as luxuriant and
convoluted figures that contrast with the scarcity and simplicity of the city:

Atlas’s task is easy; it is sufficient to choose one’s hour. Then one realizes
that for an hour, a month, a year, these shores can indulge in freedom. They
welcome pell-mell, without even looking at them, the monk, the civil servant,
or the conqueror. There are days when I expected to meet, in the streets of
Oran, Descartes or Cesare Borgia.9

In “The Minotaur”, boredom is a system of organization rather than a formal
configuration, unceasingly informing the production of architecture and therefore
characterizing Oran. Far from being subjective, the condition is the result of a process
of historical layering, shaped by Spanish, Ottoman, and French invasions, but
unsuccessful in creating identity. It holds Oran in limbo, a space devoid not only
of past and future but also of permanent materiality. Similar to being in between
locations, the city does not provide a stable here nor represents a significant 
there. Instead, it establishes a field of suspension that paradoxically depends on the
particularities of its architecture but is detached from its physical attributes. Although
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unwanted at first, boredom turns incantatory and captivating, magnetically seducing
the sensitive narrator who becomes intrigued with the possibilities of exploration,
even rejoicing in them—“she bursts the unfortunate stage setting with which she
is covered; she shrieks forth between all the houses and over all the roofs.”10

Nonetheless, Oran defers engagement and immersion by reductively appearing as
a maze of solid fences.11 The periphery is simple and clear, only to turn convoluted
and confusing as the center approaches. In this domain—challenging the immaterial,
inspirational, and vertical connotations of ennui—boredom signals to the material,
ordinary, and horizontal, without possibility of sublimation:

In the beginning you wander in the labyrinth, seeking the sea like the sign
of Ariadne. But you turn round and round in pale and oppressive streets,
and eventually the Minotaur devours the people of Oran: the Minotaur is
boredom.12

The Dustiest City

Oran is the opposite of Paris or London, capitals of fabricated excitement, full of
the revolutions of the past that have produced many expressions and left several
residues. For Camus, the boisterous exhibition of historical data constitutes empty
stimuli. Regardless of their elaborate architecture, the cities of Europe are no more
than silent wastelands that promote introspection and aloofness—“the great value
of such overpopulated islands is that in them the heart strips bare. Silence is no
longer possible except in noisy cities.”13 In this respect, Oran is simultaneously
similar and different. In the first instance, the Algerian city is also made of stone.
But in the second, its architecture exposes its mineral tincture by being formally
simple and lacking reverberations from previous eras. The edifices are incapable
of suggesting more than their “heavy beauty,” haphazardly scattered over a rocky
landscape, like a matrix of alien appearance.14 This “magnificent anarchy” is can -
didly arid, impossible to understand or redeem—as Santa Cruz, one of the three
interconnected forts constructed in the sixteenth century, facing the bay,

cut out of the rock, the mountains, the flat sea, the violent wind and the
sun, the great cranes of the harbor, the trains, the hangars, the quays, and
the huge ramps climbing up the city’s rock, and in the city itself these
diversions and this boredom.15

The “very ugly constructions” configure a “walled town that turns its back,
that has been built up by turning back on itself like a snail.”16 Like the mollusk,
Oran carries its architecture as an unchanging shelter. A contorted yellow wall
protects the inhabitants from the persistence of nature, creating an indifferent
dialogue between land and sea that produces too much despair as well as too much
excitement. Since the people of Oran have forgotten how to live among the stones



of nature, they have taken refuge among the stones created by themselves, with a
sensibility closer to the coarse ground than to the smooth sky, but with neither
poetry nor spirituality since human development is outlawed and thus impossible
to historicize. According to Camus, the opposition of the built environment to
the natural surroundings is the merit of Oran, demarcating a sanctuary of boredom,
protected “by an army in which every stone is a soldier.”17

In the “dustiest of cities” where “the pebble is king,” the slowness of pre-modern
time becomes evident in the obstinate presence of dust.18 The fine material covers
and homogenizes the city, flying and resettling to subtly configure new surfaces.
It moves if there is wind and its density changes if the weather varies—the streets
become sandy in high temperatures and muddy when it rains. Furthermore, dust
thickens the air. As Camus observes, the few trees in the city have turned into
“petrified plants whose branches give off an acrid, dusty smell.”19 Unlike the grey
pollution of the metropolis, the dust in Oran extends the ochre desert into the
urban and architectural, instating untidiness, blurring the relation between figures,
ground and sky, and mattifying and texturizing. The mineral coating “contributes
to the dense and impassible universe in which the heart and mind are never distracted
from themselves, nor from their sole object, which is man.”20

Stone Monuments

Notwithstanding the dryness, the architecture of Oran is consistently extravagant,
always with an “absurd look.”21 The entirety of the fabricated environment—from
buildings to furniture and products for sale in shops—is vulgar and kitschy:
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FIGURE 1.1 Oran from the fort of Santa Cruz, photograph by M. Lavina (Oran,
1930).
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All the bad taste of Europe and the Orient has managed to converge in them.
One finds, helter-skelter, marble greyhounds, ballerinas with swans, versions
of Diana the huntress in green galalith, discus-throwers and reapers,
everything that is used for birthday and wedding gifts, the whole race of
painful figurines constantly called forth by a commercial and playful genie
on our mantelpieces.22

As material culture, this merchandise is neither more attractive nor more
repellent than any other found in other cities. Yet in Oran, these objects do not
serve as capital since commercial transactions scarcely take place, becoming static
adornments, incapable of initiating any ritual of exchange. Analogously, cafés,
restaurants, stores, and even funeral establishments constitute centers of waiting,
as locations where space has conquered time and so eliminated its passing. Even
though their architectural arrangements have integrated international canons, they
lack activity, abandoned to impassive dwellers whose lassitude prompts the question,
“can one be moved by a city where nothing attracts the mind, where the very
ugliness is anonymous, where the past is reduced to nothing? Emptiness, boredom,
an indifferent sky, what are the charms of such places?”23

Drawing from the existing architecture of the Algerian city, Camus identifies
three types of monuments—civic buildings, busts in public spaces, and infra-
structure. The first category is exemplified by the Maison du Colon, built in 1902
on the former Karguentah farm that pioneered the plantation of tobacco.24 Designed
by the architect Wolf to accommodate all agricultural institutions, the triangular
plan responds to the shape of the site, defined in the late nineteenth century by
the rails of two intersecting car-trams.25 In the top, a prominent frieze ties the
volume, with an intermittent ribbon of colorful mosaics that depict not only the
benefits of nature organized by human activity but also a fictional relationship of
conviviality between local inhabitants and colonizers.26 An inscription in the front
reads “To the glory of the colonization work of France,” updated in 1930 with
the addition “Commemorating the centenary of Algeria.”27 In its narrowest side,
two tall columns create the main entrance, crowned by a pyramidal pinnacle that
resembles an extruded labyrinth, reminiscent of the Minotaur. To the ironic narrator,
the “delicate building” exhibits the three main virtues of the people of Oran—
“boldness in taste, love of violence, and a feeling for historical syntheses.”28 The
syncretic style combines Egypt, Byzantium, and Munich to configure “a piece of
pastry in the shape of a bowl upside down.”29

The second type of monuments are the sculpted figures resting in squares.
Contrasting with the Maison, the numerous “imperial marshals, ministers, and local
benefactors” are faithful to their historical specificity.30 Their static temporality
quarantines them, materializing the boring rather than the heroic. Like irrelevant
headstones, the solid tributes to the past do not succeed in establishing relations
with the present, being instead territorial markers imposed by foreign civilizations.
The exception to these unconvincing objects are two lions flanking the main door
of the Place d’Armes. Crafted by the artist Cain in 1888, they are of low artistic
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value—their faces are “hilarious snouts in the square of a mercantile province
overseas.”31 However, cherished by the people of Oran, their representative force
surpasses their material insignificance. The lions are repositories of memory,
echoing the Arabic Wahran that means “two lions.”32 Like the stony dignitaries,
the sculpted animals embody the will of the ephemeral to last, but unlike them,
they are majestic and alive. The residents believe they become animated at mid -
night to parade around the building. In case of catastrophe, the lions would be
saved and preserved—“they have the same chances as the ruins of Angkor.”33 The
third kind of monuments are modern public works that structure the coast for ten
kilometers. More than edifices and statues, they contribute to “transforming the
most luminous of bays into a gigantic harbor.”34 This enterprise is not concerned
with planning or progress. For the observer of “The Minotaur,” the construction
of infrastructure is an excuse of the locals to be in contact with stone and produce
dust, the most genuine testament of the city. The exploitation and transformation
of the nearby mines satisfy their disquiet and their need to act—“one must choose
doing that or nothing.”35

Despite the publicness, this architectural triad is timid and introverted. The
collision of idiosyncratic temporalities causes rhythmical incompatibility, being self-
indulgent, uninteresting, and too familiar, with components unable to resonate with
each other or to extend their influence to spaces beyond their immediate
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FIGURE 1.2 Maison du Colon, postcard by unknown author (Oran, c. 1940).
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surroundings. In Oran, municipal buildings, open areas, and roads are variations
of the same condition of fracture, seclusion, and delay. Contrary to the suspense
of the future, they operate within the limits of the present, inept in the task of
evoking an alternate reality.

Without Ariadne nor Theseus

In the myth of the Minotaur, Ariadne falls in love with Theseus, the slayer of the
half-bull creature who escapes the labyrinth with the help of a thread provided by
the infatuated woman. Following Camus, if the Minotaur is boredom and the
labyrinth is Oran, then evading the first requires staying within and then navigating
out of the space of the second. Nevertheless, the inhabitants of the city are not
willing to leave. They dwell in the labyrinth, immersed in the boredom inflicted
by the Minotaur but unaware of their condition. Since Ariadne and Theseus are
not present to strategize any rescue, apathy surfaces to instigate social anonymity—
“the result is such that the only instructive circles remain those of poker-players,
boxing enthusiasts, bowlers, and the local associations.”36

In Oran, boredom is contagious, inhibiting thinking and feeling, evident in the
public. Saturated with the condition, interpersonal relations promote a mode of
alertness that lingers in the outside world.37 The fixation with exteriority oppresses,
impeding ontological movement and thus paralyzing the processes of interiority.38

Stagnation favors boredom, and the boredom of Oran defies not only the Cartesian
proposition of “I think, therefore I am” but also its equivalent “I feel, therefore I
am.”39 To avoid internal confrontation, the residents turn their attention to other
residents. This interest compels occupation, simply to pass time. For Camus, the
adopted practices of the inhabitants of Oran are superfluous and directed to avoid
monotony, framed by encouraging facades painted with advertisements that
proclaim non-boringness—“sumptuous,” “splendid,” “extraordinary,” “amazing,”
“staggering,” and “tremendous” are common adjectives in billboards and signs.40

Embodying these epithets, a parade of male youngsters get their shoes shined to
display them to their female counterparts on the boulevard. With approximations
to the aesthetics of American films, the “softhearted gangsters” dress up and strut:

With wavy, oiled hair protruding from under a felt hat slanted over the left
ear and peaked over the right eye, the neck encircled by a collar big enough
to accommodate the straggling hair, the microscopic knot of the necktie kept
in place by a regulation pin, with thigh-length coat and waist close to the
hips, with light-colored and noticeably short trousers, with dazzlingly shiny
triple-soled shoes, every evening those youths make the sidewalks ring with
their metal-tipped shoes.41

Known as the “Clarques” for their imitation of “the bearing, forthrightness, and
superiority of Mr Clark Gable,” they are accompanied by “Marlenes.”42 Although
the young women flaunt their make-up, also movie-inspired, their faces are
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emotionless, staring to the horizon. The facial ornamentations are consonant with
the bright patina of the shoes of the male adolescents and the enticing colors of
the posters that offer adventure and excitement. In all cases, by being flamboyant
and thin, the pictorial coverings constitute excuses for facile sociability, distracting
rather than engaging.

While the young circles of Oran extend their leisure activities from the city to
the ocean—“at eleven a.m., coming down from the plateau, all that young flesh,
lightly clothed in motley materials, breaks on the sand like a multicolored
wave”—the working men gather around a boxing ring.43 Although the closeness
to the quadrangular stage unveils relations of social power, the surrounding space
serves as a container of fraternity and naïve morality.44 Having to decide which
boxer to support requires involvement with others, surpassing the distance of the
purely spectacular between actors and public and therefore providing a sense of
shared purpose, with the possibility of emotional release.45 Boxing attunes the
spectators, mostly men of European descent, to a self-induced state of fascination
that does not expose private vulnerabilities.46 During the fight, the attendees
compose an unfolding narrative that requires collaboration and concentration,
anticipating bodily movements and speculating about strategies of attack, as if the
result could be logically predicted.47

The event takes place in the Central Sporting Club, on the rue du Fondouk—
“in the back of a sort of whitewashed garage, covered with corrugated iron and
violently lighted.”48 Resonating with the Arabic fondouk, meaning “inn,” the space
provides a temporary shelter that induces expression.49 On the one hand, the
hermetic walls permit loudness, fusing songs by Tino Rossi with the chants of the
crowd to produce a deafening and inchoate sound.50 On the other, the enclosure
creates an ambiance of sentimentality that transforms the occasion into an act of
social memory, since one of the “young hopefuls” is from Oran and the other
from Algiers.51 Likened by the narrator to the rivalry between Pisa and Florence,
the contestants become civic representatives of historical and political tension, re-
enacting a 100-year-old conflict.52 Furthermore, because witnessing the combat
from the periphery of the arena does not provide sufficient catharsis, spontaneous
fights occur among the public—“chairs are brandished, the police clear a path,
excitement is at its height.”53 Yet gradually, after the climax of the first match, the
second reinstalls sobriety, resynchronizing the audience with the ordinary tempo:

The band of faithful is now no more than a group of black-and-white shadows
disappearing into the night. For force and violence are solitary gods. They
contribute nothing to memory. [. . .] These are rather difficult rites but ones
that simplify everything. Good and evil, winner and loser. At Corinth two
temples stood side by side, the temple of Violence and the temple of
Necessity.54

In Oran, not being bored is an unusual condition, only achieved by those in
the labyrinth who know how to find a space of exception. In between sparse
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moments of distraction, waiting emerges as the dominant disposition, perpetuating
sameness by refusing creation and destruction as well as transcendence and
transgression. Coherently, suggesting that their identity depends on absence rather
than presence, the inhabitants defend boredom by remaining within the boundaries
of the city, unwilling to realize that nothingness is as unfeasible as fullness—“like
that friend of Flaubert who, on the point of death [. . .] exclaimed: ‘Close the
window; it’s too beautiful.’ They have closed the window, they have walled
themselves in, they have cast out the landscape.”55

Awaiting Oran

Although “The Minotaur” was written in 1939, it was not published until 1954,
with an introductory note to dedicate the essay to Pierre Galindo, the alleged
informant of the assassination narrated in The Stranger, and to briefly reconsider
the portrayal of Oran.56 Camus pledges that the city has changed since “all the
imperfections have been (or will be) remedied.”57 At the onset of the Algerian
war, the architecture of the city remained intact—“jealously respected”—satiating
the space with boredom and thus propelling radical change, ending the period of
waiting and entering a new reality independent from France.58 Not supporting the
separation but in favor of an increased political autonomy that envisioned communal
wellbeing and cohabitation with the past, Camus liberates Oran from its distinctive
lethargy. The transformed city is a site of possibility—beautiful, happy and
truthful—no longer in need of taciturn writers but expecting lionizing tourists.59
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2
DISCOVERING “PARIS AND 
ITS FOLDS, PARIS AND ITS
FACES”1

Angeliki Sioli

To the reader of Philippe Soupault’s Last Nights of Paris (Les Dernières nuits de Paris,
1928) the title reveals already the place of the narrative’s unfolding: the French
capital. Moreover, it specifies when the events it ventures to present take place,
the time of the narrative—the dark and mysterious night. As the author meticu -
lously explains in the earliest pages of the story, it is that time when a hush descends
over the city making its colors disappear; when our actions become hesitant and
less decisive; and when the feeling that our decisions are less our own conscious
choosing, but instead a reaction to the city’s atmosphere and physical presence, is
intensified.

Soupault, a founding member of the Surrealists,2 is both the author of the book
and narrator of the story. He specifically insists on calling the novel his “testimony,”3

underlying the verisimilitude of the events he describes along with the fact that
Paris is depicted without any fictional elaborations. Echoing the concepts of
identity and chance already identified in Aragon’s Paris Peasant (1924) and Breton’s
Nadja (1928),4 he is in pursuit of a woman. Georgette, the obscure object of his
desire, seems to possess a charm impossible to resist. She is a prostitute, a woman
of the streets and the night, never returning home before the first crack of sunlight.
Around her gravitate a number of petty criminals, professional vagabonds, and dark
characters engaged in illegal activities: a gang. Soupault narrates how he spends his
nights walking around the city in search of Georgette, or sometimes with Georgette,
and how he interacts with the members of the gang at given moments.

The narrative is particularly compelling from an architectural perspective.
During Soupault’s nocturnal walks specific urban places, though familiar and
encountered many times before, create new spatial experiences partaking of the
city’s prevalent emotional atmosphere. Metaphors in language, employed by the
author to describe places and buildings, create architectural images that enrich our
study of the city; they allow our emotional perception to inform our knowledge.
This fact has an important bearing on our understanding of urban place because,
as Nick Crossley argues in his study The Social Body (2001), emotions are not




